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Thanks Teri
From: Teri Clifton
Sent: 20 October 2015 11:10
To: Gareth John; Edmund Ward; Jane Pierce
~3c: Katy Read; Mhairi McQuillan
Subject: Update from DETI meeting
Hi everyone
Just thought I’d give you a quick update on DETI meeting.
1.
Audits - I offered a separate meeting/discussion on their audit request so that we can showcase the statistical/targeted
sampling approach. Their main driver is that they are wanting visibility of places being audited to help change behaviour. They
believe there may be gaming going on but Katy talked them through the difficulties with proving this. Thee/re asked us to
particularly home in on cases using over 4000 hours a year. I agreed we could pull this information and look at what their initial
use was going to be on application form. They have some internal resource they could consider using to go out but recognise
that this may cause issues with our contract with Ricardo.
2.
Volumes - They understood and weren’t surprised at volumes and appreciated that these will take longer to work through.
We talked about messaging to make it clear that they must be messaging that the systems need to be commissioned and they
need to have an application in before the reg change. They will send us some messaging that we can use for enquiries line and
they will mirror when discussing with potential applicants. We confirmed that we will be doing an initial eligibility check to
confirm that the boilers are commissioned in the first instance, based on behaviour we used to see in early degressions on GB.
3.
Reg changes - still aiming for 3rd but might be delayed to 10th due to having no Minister. Katy talked them through the
sticking points with CHP and they are aware that this may have to wait for stage 2, but they are going to try to resolved for this
set. General feeling by us that this is unlikely at this stage. Katy explained that is it a particularly complicated part of the RED.
They are sending draft back today and then get them ready for lawyers by end of week.
They thanked everyone for all of the hard work that is going on to support them and realise that this is putting a lot of pressure on to
deliver@
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